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EDITORS’ PREFACE 

This is fiction that walks that line between poetic description, and 

ornamental design. Something that could, if short on supplies, be written on 

a vine leaf.  

This tiny booklet of tiny fictions was curated with a simple idea in 

mind, what philosophers sometimes call the “problem of universals”. This 

is the problem as to whether general properties exist in the world, the 

problem of the very ontological basis of generality, pattern, habit, icons.  

The ‘parable genre’ of fiction –the archetype in my mind being 

Borges’s “Inferno, I, 32” –has a unique way of accelerating the telescopic 

way we travel from the particular to the general, and back again, in 

everyday life. These parables, due to their length, are necessarily unsettled. 

The immediacy of reading something all at once, rapid fire –“it  hit the 

spectator like a bullet” –blurs the contours between inside mind and outside 

world, what is real and mind-dependent. “Sometimes a glimpse can be 

enough” says anthropologist Michael Taussig—a fleeting image that 

occupies the reader more corporeally than conceptually, before the surface 

level of cognition can catch up and figure things out.   

These eight stories, by four authors, have been juxtaposed to induce 

such an immediacy: by tunneling high speed through a jumbled world of 

singular and unrelated events, leaving it up to the reader to perceive 

resemblances where they might. This booklet itself was designed to be read 

comfortably in a single sitting.  

CARY CAMPBELL, MARION BENKAIOUCHE (editors) 
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PHILOSOPHASTING MONKS, by Cary Campbell 

I shall omit to speak about genera and species, as to whether they subsist 

(in the nature of things) or in mere conceptions only; whether also if 

subsistent, they are bodies or incorporeal, and whether they are separate 

from, or in, sensibles, and subsist about these, for such a treatise is most 

profound, and requires another more extensive investigation. –Boethius 

 

“The universe cannot be only particulars as the nominalist maintains,” says 

one 13th century monk to another, as they sit, taking in the late evening sun 

on the monastery steps. 

 

“Why not?” says the other monk.  

 

“Because if this were the case…”  

 

“That the universe is only particulars?”  

 

“Precisely, because if this were the case, how could you possibly explain 

the growth of habit?  

 

“Habit?” 

 

“Yes! Yes, how patterns multiply upon each other. How structures grow. 

How relationships –weather systems, and institutions alike–follow similar 

trajectories. How they both change and grow in predicable ways. How can 

you explain that we can both learn about the concept of force but not learn 

of it in the same manner, for I know how to swim and you do not?”  
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“Because these perceived patterns  are nothing but mankind’s various 

cognitive strategies for adapting to and understanding these events. Because 

we can only know what the mind creates.”  

 

There is a long lull in the conversation before the first monk says, with 

some trepidation brought on by the sheer anachronism of it all:  

“How then, can one explain hemoglobin?”  

 

“Hemo… what?” 

 

Seeing the other’s puzzlement, the first monk is struck with confidence. He 

explains rather proudly (with typical scholastic arrogance) that:  

“Hemoglobin is what oxygenates blood; but its function is of a general 

nature. Hemoglobin is structured in the negative image of what it is not, 

that is, oxygen. This is how hemoglobin functions to bind free oxygen in 

the blood stream. But the general function of this molecule is also why…”  

 

He paused as he felt words not his own forced through his larynx and up 

through his mouth; rolling off the end of his tongue with a staccato 

expression uncharacteristic with his normally sullen and droll manner of 

speaking. He knew this was not the Lord’s doing.  

 

“Explain yourself!” the second monk commanded, irritated by this break in 

what was already an infuriating explanation. 

 

“This is also why… 
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other phyla of organisms… use entirely different bloodborne  

molecules to capture and distribute oxygen. (Deacon, 2011, p. 29)  

It’s not the particular molecule that’s important, but rather what it does, 

how it functions. How it orients itself around something it is not.”  

 

The two sat together uncomfortably, both perplexed and disturbed by the 

absurdity that had passed between them.  

 

The second monk eventually replies: “I have absolutely no idea what you’re 

saying, nor the variety of sorcery that allowed you to receive such 

psychotic visions, and this in itself suggests that there is nothing 

‘ontologically real’ about the generals you speak of. These are obtuse 

particulars! You are walking into territory that is reserved for God.”  

 

“Perhaps you’re right,” says the first monk, experiencing a sudden sense of 

defeat and with it, a placid embarrassment.  

 

The sun drifted behind a mountain, enshrouding their shrunken northern 

Italian valley in dim. Both were ignorant to the fact that their very 

existence was conjured up impersonally to function as a philosophical 

vehicle in a never-ending debate.  
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THE TRIBE OF THE SHARK, by Kirby Olson  

The lecturer stopped her account of maritime law to inform us that she 

would die in a shark attack.  I returned to my crossword puzzle, and tried 

not to giggle.  She was so cute.  

 Years later, I stopped off after a court case to grab a paper.  The 

headline read, Law Prof to Give Talk About Shark Attacks.  “300 million 

years went into the fine tuning of this sleek, stream-lined killing machine,” 

she said that night.  She was still cute.      

 After her talk, we slept together.  Months later, we booked a flight to 

Hawaii for our marriage.  For the honeymoon, she insisted on going where 

the sharks were the most plentiful, a huge hole way out in the ocean.  

 At the hole, we noticed colorful fauna.  Then, a great white circled 

and began a long ascent.  She wanted the shark to tear us in half.  She 

wanted our upper bodies to swim in a parody of our former selves.  I was in 

love.  The shark swam elsewhere for nourishment.  We made for the surface 

and climbed into the boat and went home unconsumed.   

 Every night we wake from the same dream: while diving along a coral 

reef, we see a great white shark accelerating, and brace for the shock.  It 

never comes.  I ought to file a class action suit against my law professor for 

introducing this notion, but I have no standing.  She sleeps beside me.  One 

morning after many years in the same bed and in the same law firm, I asked 

her why we were never chosen.  As she put on her streamlined gray suit, to 

prepare for another day of carnage, she replied.  

 

“Professional courtesy.”    
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DIXON, by Marion Benkaiouche 

 

In the depths of inky space, only two creatures exist . They have lived 

entangled in each other. The driving force of the universe, war, has not 

yielded a definitive result in the performance of the whale and the giant 

squid. Over the millennia, travelers have built pressurized jet ships to 

witness the spectacle. Earthmen spent several centuries refining the 

technology that would take them from the earth’s crust into space; humans 

similarly evolved their technical abilities to send similar ships into the 

space called Ocean. 

 

There is a tale about the Dixon Entrance—that it is disputed under 

international law between two of the countries that live on the Earth’s 

floating surface. In reality, the Entrance is the locus for the eternal fight. 

All creatures who have witnessed the terror of the sperm whale and the 

giant squid eventually bore of the wait. A battle of the minds, between foes 

of similar physique, yields little movement. Inevitably, after five minutes or 

fifty, someone offers to buy French fries and leave the shadowy depths to 

the next millennium. 
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THE JUDGEMENT OF A GORILLA, by Kirby Olson 

“You have the judgement of a gorilla!” said Judge Mental.  

 

The gorilla paused to reflect, and wondered what, in the judge’s estimation, 

was wrong with this.  He scratched his ear, and stroked his eyebrow, and 

picked his nose.   

 

“Did gorillas bomb Hiroshima?”  The gorilla rebutted.  

 

“You tore the man in half,” added the judge. 

 

“So that’s why you arrested me?” The gorilla asked.  “Over one man?”  

 

“Yup,” said Judge Mental.   

 

The gorilla tore the judge in half.  

 

“It’s because you didn’t use a predicate!”  The gorilla snarled.  

 

“The predicate is understood within a quotation,” Judge Mental croaked.  

 

“No one said,” the animal said.  “Sorry.”  

 

The gorilla wiped his finger on the judge’s forehead.  
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COMPETITION, by Marion Benkaiouche 

I leave the factory at 330. I see a man in front of me, an employee from the 

adjacent warehouse. There can be no more than 3 metres between us; he is 

ahead of me. It’s clear we are both headed to the same place—the 

commuter train station across the river.  

 

On the way to the train station runs an industrial railroad track. He crosses 

it first and continues straight down the sidewalk. When I cross, I 

simultaneously cross the road to the other side. My diagonal trajectory 

brings me barely ahead of him. I see his face as I check the road for 

incoming cars. He is alarmed. Jubilant, I speed up to increase the distance 

between us. I speed along the dyke that leads to the bridge that crosses the 

river which will take me to the station. To get to the bridge, I must cross 

another road. Unfortunately, this is a busy time for the freights bringing 

their goods to the surrounding warehouses. I stop until traffic clears. In this 

interval, the man has caught up to me. It is at this point that I make my fatal 

error.  

 

The end of the bridge sits atop a grassy hill. The hill is separated by a chain 

link fence, which runs along the paved road on the bridge meant for cyclists 

and pedestrians. Someone, a long time ago, has cut a man-sized space into 

the fence. A muddy trail cuts into the grass where the hole is; the paved 

path easily adds an extra 180 metres of walking. Because it is raining and I 

do not want to slip on the trail, I take my chances with the true path. The 

man hikes up the trail in only two steps. By the time I am on the bridge, the 

man has outpaced me 100 metres! Though I know it’s futile, I spur myself 

on.  
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A woman with a pink umbrella is ahead of us both. He passes her. He isn’t 

just faster—he is in a constant state of acceleration.  

 

He passes the woman and continues on in this way. I force my gait to 

lengthen, extending my legs as far as they can. Soon I, too, come upon the 

woman with the pink umbrella. She is 1 metre shy of me when I see him at 

the end of the bridge, 800 metres away. He turns his head to see where I 

am. Satisfied by what he sees, he flips his head forward again. I finally pass 

the pink umbrella. Below me is the green river. To my right, traffic rushes. 

The rain and the river and the roar of the trucks drive me forward.   

 

As if a psychic marker has been left by my competitor, at the very same 

spot at the end of the bridge, I turn. The pink lady is barely halfway across. 

Impossible, I think. She is decelerating!   

 

I’ve lost sight of him completely. He reaches the station before me. Just as 

I, too, am lost from Pink Lady’s sight shortly after.  
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DEMOCRACY, by Kirby Olson 

The village stuffed their most beautiful woman into a barrel with spikes 

inside.  The ugly people rolled the barrel down a steep hill.  

 

She died as the crowd chanted: “Equality!” 

 

The incompetent people then grabbed the most competent person, a man 

with orange flaming hair who ran a hundred businesses and said, “You have 

the right to remain silent.”  

 

They rolled him down the hill.  

 

“Equality!”  They tweeted. 

 

“Equality!  Equality!”  He retweeted.  They gaped in amazement.  Was he 

mocking them? 

 

Fortitude, virtue, curiosity, foresight, equanimity, insight, temperance, 

prudence, inventiveness, charisma, were next, in a long line of resentments.  

After some time, the People switched to a long line of guillotines, as the 

newspapers and televisions invented new charges and new resentments and 

the people screamed for equality.  Heads rolled! Democracy required 

vigilance, the People said, lest some think they were better than others.  

Democracy means that quality must be destroyed in the name of equality, 

they cried.  That’s how it was in Athens!  May it continue in Peoria and 

Jersey City and Chapel Hill! 
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OLD MASSET, by A. Comte 

 

The line cook of the fish restaurant in Old Masset returned from meeting 

his sister in the parking lot, as the rest of the staff were busy closing for the 

night. “My sister is so high right now,” he said gleefully to his colleagues 

in his heavy Italian accent. 

During this prolonged closing period, the staff gradually convened on 

the porch to smoke and take in a brief quell in the rain. The younger ones 

shared a joint amongst themselves, while the older staff sat by the door and 

smoked tobacco. Children floated by on clunking bikes, and the town dogs 

started joining into packs to visit the town restaurants as they closed. 

During this time, some hitchhikers sat in the background drying wet clothes 

and camping gear in the corner.  

The next morning after sleeping in an abandoned waterfront lot, the 

hitchhikers hollered and hooped down the road out of Old Masset into New 

Town. Their hollers and hoops turned into shouts and jeers as the 

hitchhikers started arguing among themselves. They were saved from each 

other by an old woman who shortened their walk and drove them into town 

directly.  

The hitchhikers were well-to-do children from a nice town south. 

They carried this attitude with them as their garb got drabber and their hair 

greasier. With their town mentality, they were initially wary of the 

strangers they met on the road, not realizing that they were the strangers 

and the town was wary of them. 
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ARGENTINE PIGEONS, by Marion Benkaiouche 

 

The wind picked up. The pigeons gather to a corner of the park. Now 

grouped, they took off into formation, flying all at once to the right as a 

sort of practice run. They touched down once more and geared up for the 

final showcase. They flew upwards, all one hundred and ten and swooped 

over the children’s area. In one go, the hundred and ten took a shit over the 

children. For a moment, an eternity; the park was silent. No child ran, no 

child snivelled or hit or screamed. A moment of pure, unadulterated silence.  

 

Payback for the infants’ terrorizing runs through the pigeon park. Payback 

for all the interrupted matings, the preenings and the nestings. The pigeons 

would be terrorized again, but this giant shit would comfort them through 

generations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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